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Plant cells in tissues experience mechanical stress not
only as a result of high turgor, but also through interaction
with their neighbors. Cells can expand at different rates
and in different directions from neighbors with which
they share a cell wall. This in connection with specific tis-
sue shapes and properties of the cell wall material can lead
to intricate stress patterns throughout the tissue. Two
cellular responses to mechanical stress are a microtubule
cytoskeletal response that directs new wall synthesis so
as to resist stress, and a hormone transporter response
that regulates transport of the hormone auxin, a regulator
of cell expansion. Shape changes in plant tissues affect the
pattern of stresses in the tissues, and at the same time, via
the cellular stress responses, the pattern of stresses con-
trols cell growth, which in turn changes tissue shape, and
stress pattern. This feedback loop controls plant morpho-
genesis, and explains several previously mysterious as-
pects of plant growth.
Introduction
There exists a group of questions in plant developmental
biology that have been open and unanswered for many de-
cades, in some cases, even for centuries. Among them: the
mechanism by which leaves and flowers are arranged regu-
larly around the stem [1,2]; positioning of lateral organs along
the root [3]; how plant cells choose their plane of division
[1,4]; whether cell expansion or cell division initiates organ
formation [5,6]; how plants organize their tissues so as to
allow them to withstand the large and changing stresses of
wind and gravity [7]. Recent experiments, combined with
computational models, suggest that these apparently dispa-
rate phenomena all have a common basis, and can be ex-
plained by a common set of hypotheses.
Thecommonbasis is the responseof individual cells tome-
chanical stress, and the interrelatedcellular andsupracellular
feedbacks involved inmechanical stress response. This real-
ization can be arrived at through work from many different
laboratories, in what appear to be many different areas of
plant biology: cytoskeletal organization [8–13], cell wall
structure and biosynthesis [14,15], cellular anisotropy in
expansion [16], and patterns of hormone response [17,18].
Studies in all of these areas are converging on an integrated
viewofplant tissuegrowthanddifferentiation,which involves
feedback between mechanical stress, hormone flux, cell
growth, cell wall biosynthesis, and cell division [19].
For this review we will begin where it began for our labora-
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*E-mail: elliot.meyerowitz@gmail.comand flowers around stems. The most common phyllotactic
pattern is the spiral one, recognized since antiquity [20]. In
this pattern, each successive primordium arises around
130 to 140 degrees from the previous one. This process
leads after many repeats to the familiar patterns seen in sun-
flowers and pineapples andmany other plant structures. The
resemblance of this angle to the golden angle (137.5 de-
grees, in which a golden ratio of 1.618 is obtained when a
circle is segmented) has attracted the attention of scientists
and formation of this pattern has been simulated and com-
mented upon by botanists, physicists and mathematicians
for almost 150 years [1,17,21–29].
Impact of Auxin on Developmental Control of the Shoot
Apical Meristem
The plant hormone auxin (indole-3 acetic acid) is known to
play a crucial role in regulating several aspects of plant devel-
opment such as cell division, cell growth, plant tropisms,
shoot architecture, and lateral organ formation [30–33]. It
has been known since the 1930s that an elevated local con-
centration of auxin is causal in the initiation of a new leaf or
flower at the shoot apex [34], and thus, that the question of
the pattern of organs around a stem resolves to the question
of howauxin concentration changes at the shoot apex. Auxin,
uniquely (so far) among plant hormones, has a specific trans-
port system [35–37]: it is acid-trapped in plant cells, and is
allowedoutby aplasmamembraneauxin effluxcarrierwhose
distribution in plant cells canbe asymmetric— thereby allow-
ing auxin to depart from cells directionally. This facilitates
complexanddynamicpatternsof auxin flowthroughplant tis-
sues and leads to the local concentration peaks that initiate
organs at the shoot apex [38]. To understand auxin flow in
the shoot apex when new leaves or flowers are forming, im-
munolocalization and live imaging of fluorescent reporter fu-
sions for the efflux carrier have been done [31,39], and have
revealed that the net flowof auxin in shoot tips is up the auxin
gradient such that any cell directs its auxin toward neigh-
boringcells thathaveahigherauxinconcentration (theenergy
for this transport is indirect, coming from the pH difference
between cytoplasmand extracellular spaces, which is gener-
atedat theexpenseofATPbyprotonATPases [40]).Modeling
a sheet of cells (representing the epidermis of a shoot apical
meristem) in which auxin is transported up the auxin gradient
demonstrates that this property is sufficient to generate
and maintain a spiral phyllotactic pattern of auxin peaks
[27,28,41]. The dynamics of auxin concentration change in a
shoot apex, as visualized by live imaging of auxin concentra-
tion reporters and of the auxin efflux carrier [31], matches
closely the predictions made by one of the models [27], indi-
cating a possible solution to the longstanding problem of
the development of the phyllotactic pattern, but also raising
a mechanistic question: how does a cell in the shoot apex
‘know’ the auxin concentration of its neighbors, so that it
candirect its auxineffluxcarrier to itsplasmamembraneadja-
cent to the neighbors with more auxin?
Wall Mechanics in Pattern Formation at the Shoot Apex
One of the earliest known effects of auxin in a plant cell is its
ability to promote elongation in excised stem and hypocotyl
segments [42,43]. The actual mechanism behind this effect
Figure 1. PIN1 polarity andmicrotubule orien-
tations are co-aligned with mechanical stress
patterns in boundary regions and around ab-
lated cells in the shoot apical meristem.
(A) Double PIN1–microtubule immunosignal in
the boundary domain: PIN1 (red) andmicrotu-
bule (green) patterns are correlated. Scale
bar = 5 mm (from [17]). (B) Stress pattern in
different regions of shoot apical meristem.
Note that stress is strongly anisotropic (red
arrows) in boundary region between primor-
dium and shoot apical meristem apex (from
[8], reprinted with permission from AAAS).
(C) Co-alignment of PIN1–GFP (red) and
microtubules (green) after ablation. Ablated
cells are stained with propidium iodide
(blue). Scale bar = 5 mm (from [17]). (D) Stress
pattern around ablated site of shoot apical
meristem. Note that a circumferential stress
pattern (red lines) is formed around the abla-
ted site (from [8], reprinted with permission
from AAAS).
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R476of auxin is up for debate; however, several findings suggest
that auxin promotes secretion of protons into the apoplast re-
sulting in a decrease in apoplastic pH, which promotes the
cleavage of load bearing bonds in the cell wall, resulting in
cell elongation [44]. Heyn showed auxin caused alteration
of the mechanical properties of plant tissues by measure-
ments of deflection under imposed load [42]. More recently,
direct measurement of tissue rigidity at the shoot apex with
atomic force microscopy shows that auxin application
causes a reduction in the observed elastic modulus prior to
organ outgrowth [33,45,46]. This effect of wall loosening,
possibly combined with an increase in the turgor pressure
of the cell, causes more rapid cellular expansion with
increasing concentrations of auxin [33,47,48]. One possibil-
ity, therefore, is that a cell responds to the auxin concentra-
tion of its neighbors by sensing which of its walls is being
highly stressed by the expansion of the neighbor (as adjacent
plant cells share a wall, and do not slide with respect to one
another). There are additional reasons to consider a physical
rather than a chemical signal, among them experiments
showing that new primordia of leaves or flowers can be
induced not only by auxin, but also by expansin, which like
auxin weakens cell walls, but without the hormonal effects
[49], and that phyllotactic pattern is influenced by additional
treatments that change the elastic modulus of the cell wall
[45,50]. If cells direct auxin toward neighbors that are rapidly
expanding, any treatment that changes local expansion rates
or local cell wall strength should affect the subcellular locali-
zation of the auxin efflux carrier. That this is the casehasbeen
shownbycontrolling the subcellular locationof the efflux car-
rier protein via stress changes in shoot meristems caused by
local cell ablations [17]. Thus, one effect ofmechanical stress
on at least shoot apex cells is that it causes preferential local-
ization of an auxin efflux carrier to the plasma membrane
adjacent to the most stressed or strained walls (Figure 1).
Mechanical Forces Regulate Microtubule Array
Organization
Another component of plant cells has long been known to
respond to mechanical stress — the cytoskeleton. Unlikeanimal cells, plant cells lack microtubule-organizing centers
or centrosomes. Advances have been made in understand-
ing how centrosome-aided arrays are generated [51].
However, our comprehension of non-centrosome-based
microtubule array organization is scant. Plant interphase
cells typically have a cortical microtubule array, with micro-
tubules running in nearly parallel courses around the cell,
just under the plasma membrane. Green suggested that
microtubules interact by means of inter-microtubule shear
to maximize their overlap, while remaining attached to the
plasma membrane (possibly by bridge-like connections)
and this would result in a ring-like microtubule organization
along the minimal circumference of the cell [11]. However,
microtubule arrays change both with cell type and develop-
mental stage: a typical cylindrical root epidermal cell exhibits
random microtubule array organization immediately after
cell division and shifts to a more stereotypical transverse
array, which at a later developmental stage becomes longitu-
dinal as cell growth starts to slow [52,53]. In addition to these
developmental cues the microtubules also reorient in
response to externally applied forces [54–56]. Live imaging
of microtubule arrays in the shoot apex also shows that
different cells have different array behaviors. Cells near the
tip of the shoot apical meristem continually reorient their
microtubule arrays, such that the arrays in these cells appear
to be in random orientations, and in no particular relation
to the arrays of their neighbors. On the sides of the meri-
stem, and in the saddle-shaped boundaries between floral
primordia and themeristem, themicrotubules have preferred
orientations, the orientations are generally fixed and not dy-
namic, and adjacent cells have their microtubule arrays in the
same direction [8]. The shoot tip therefore has independent
cellular organization of the cytoskeleton, while cells away
from the tip have a supracellular organization displaying
arrays coordinated across multiple cells (Figure 2). Experi-
ments in which the apex is compressed by a tiny vise, or in
which patterns of cells are ablated so as to change local
stress patterns (by releasing the turgor of ablated cells) indi-
cate that the microtubule arrays in cells with a strong prefer-
ential direction of stress are responding to physical stress,
Figure 2. Mechanical stress-dependent feedback loops regulate microtubule organization at the shoot apical meristem.
(A) Maximum intensity projection of an Arabidopsis shoot apical meristem having a dome-shaped central domain which gives rise to floral
primordia along the periphery. Themeristemdome has an isotropic distribution of stresses represented by a circle, whereas the boundary domain
cells have anisotropic stresses (boxed enclosure). (B) A shell element model showing stress patterns in different regions of the shoot apical mer-
istem. Note that stress is strongly anisotropic in the boundary region between the primordium and shoot apical meristem apex. (C) Microtubule
organization in the shoot apical meristem showing random organization of microtubules in the center of the dome, and cells at the boundary
domain having microtubules parallel along the long axis of the cell. Scale bars 50mm.
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R477such that the microtubules align parallel to the maximal prin-
cipal direction of anisotropic stresses, and remain fixed in
this orientation (despite continued treadmilling of the micro-
tubules). When stress is isotropic, that is, the same or similar
in all directions, the microtubule arrays have no preferential
direction, and change their direction every few hours [8].
The cause of the supracellular organization thus appears to
be anisotropic stress in the tissue. Computational models
of tissue stresses in the shoot apex, either spring or finite
element method models, predict isotropic stresses in the
tip and anisotropic stresses on the periphery and in the
boundaries between primordia and the meristem, matching
the direction of the experimentally observed supracellular
microtubule arrays [8] (see Box 1 for an explanation of the
latest computational models). More recently, mechanical
forces arising as a result of local growth variations in cells
were also proposed to drive growth in the shoot apical mer-
istem [57]. The ability of the microtubules to respond to
changes in mechanical stresses is proposed to be required
for maintenance of this growth heterogeneity. Consistent
with this scenario, a mutant with reduced function of the
microtubule-severing KATANIN protein that lacked mechan-
ical response had homogeneous growth locally in the shoot
apical meristem [57]. The observation that KATANINmutants
are defective in mechanoresponses, together with recent
live cell imaging studies on SPIRAL2 protein, suggest that
KATANIN-mediated microtubule severing is reduced at
microtubule crossovers due to the presence of SPIRAL2
[58]. If an increase in tensile force on microtubules could
trigger disassociation of SPIRAL2 from microtubule cross-
over sites, it would promote KATANIN-mediated severing
of microtubules not aligned along the maximal stress direc-
tion, perhaps providing a mechanism for stress regulation
of microtubule alignment.
Plant cells, at least in the shoot apical meristem, thus
respond in two different ways tomechanical stress: the auxin
efflux carrier concentrates adjacent to walls whose tensional
stress or strain is highest, and cortical microtubules organize
parallel to the maximal principal direction of anisotropic
stress of the cell (and therefore of its walls, which bear thestress). These two responses are separate since depolymer-
ization of microtubules does not appear to change the sub-
cellular location of the efflux carrier protein, and changes in
auxin concentration do not clearly alter the microtubule
array, but the two responses are correlated, as they both
respond to the mechanical state of each cell in the tissue
[17] (see Box 2 for a broader look at mechanosensation,
comparing plants and animals).
Microtubules Guide Cellulose Microfibril Synthesis
Cortical microtubule orientation correlates with an additional
aspect of plant cells — their direction of cellulose microfibril
deposition into the cell wall. Cellulose microfibrils are
considered the major stress-bearing component of the cell
wall; in fact, the elastic modulus of these fibrils is around
half of that of steel [59,60]. Prior to the identification of micro-
tubules, Green observed that treatment of algal cells with
colchicine, a mitotic spindle disrupting drug, led to isotropic
swelling of cylindrical cells. The treatment resulted in the
randomization of cell wall polymers, suggesting that colchi-
cine targeted the disruption of components organizing the
cellulose microfibrils [61]. Following this, microtubules
were discovered in grazing transmission electron micro-
scope sections of plant cells, and the micrographs also
showed that the cellulose microfibrils in the walls above
the cortical microtubules were parallel to the cytoskeletal
elements [62]. Subsequent work has demonstrated that the
cellulose synthase complexes, which sit in the plasma mem-
brane, ride along the cortical microtubules, thus accounting
for the early observation [9]. The implication of this is that
plant cells, at least in the shoot apical meristemwheremicro-
tubules align to stress, lay down cellulose microfibrils paral-
lel to the principal direction of anisotropic cellular stress.
This would tend to reinforce the cells against the stress,
causing a reduction in stress perception by the cells over
time due to reinforcement of the cell wall.
Supracellular Feedbacks Imposed by Mechanical Stress
Given that physical stress in a plant tissue leads to a direc-
tional reorientation of the microtubule cytoskeleton [8], this
Box 1
Interdisciplinary approach to understand the role of mechanical forces in biology.
Stress is a quantity that is not easily experimentally measurable on a microscopic level. Only a tissue level observation of deformation after
micro-incisions can help us differentiate between tensile and compressive stresses, but reliable measurement of stress levels on a cellular
level is not easily done. For this reason cellularmodels of tissues are invaluable in deciphering the connection between themechanics of a cell
and tissue, hormonal transport and biochemical regulation of cellular processes. In such models the information about stress and strain can
be easily obtained. However, the correctness of readout can depend on the appropriate choice of loading forces, boundary conditions and
material properties. These parameters have to be assumed or measured. There are an increasing number of measurements concerning the
material properties of different plant tissues [46,112,113]. They usually produce results in terms of apparent elasticity modulus and possibly a
Poisson ratio. However, one has to realize that these parameters describe a linear response of a material (Hooke’s law) that might not be an
appropriate model of a plant cell wall, as such a complicated composite bio-material is likely to exhibit nonlinear relations between stress
(force per unit area) and strain (displacement). Suchmeasurements should also take into account possible anisotropy of a tissue in its plastic
and viscoelastic behavior. Therefore, correct measurement and modeling of a tissue or cell is challenging yet crucial.
In addition to the considerations above, cellular models of living tissues have to cope with updates of cell geometry and topology due to cell
proliferation, and dynamic and local changes in material properties during growth and morphogenesis. This also presents a modeling
challenge.
The figure (modified from [114]) below shows an example of a stress feedback model of a meristem with anisotropic cells. In the first image,
white and black indicate regions where, because of the stress pattern and anisotropy, maximal stress and strain are parallel. They are
perpendicular in the black area. This plays out into realistic levels and positions of expansion and stiffness as shown in the subsequent
images.
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R478in turn could lead to deposition of cellulose microfibrils in
the cell wall, thereby decreasing the stress per unit area
along the direction of maximal stress. Consider now the
behavior of an expanding cell in a field of plant cells — first,
the direction of expansion. It has long been known [63] that
plant cells expand anisotropically, and perpendicular to the
fibers in the cell wall, as well as perpendicular to the helical
microtubule array, as if the array were a spring being
extended [64,65]. The strain (growth direction) of the cell in
this case is perpendicular to the previous maximal direction
of anisotropic stress, which, via the microtubule response to
stress, is the direction of the recently deposited cellulose
microfibrils. This strain changes the stress pattern in adja-
cent cells (as the common wall is extending), which should
in turn change (or reinforce) their microtubule arrays, the
subsequent wall reinforcement, and then the subsequent
expansion direction of the neighboring cells. As this feed-
back would be in constant effect in the entire plant tissue,
it should be possible to predict the direction of expansion
of each cell in a plant tissue, given information on the initial
conditions of anisotropy of the walls in the tissue. In this
way, once the dynamics and strength of the links between
stress, cytoskeleton, and cell wall synthesis are understood,plant morphogenesis, which depends upon cell expansion
and divisions, should become predictable and eventually
controllable.
There is an important piece of information missing,
though, in an attempt to predict the dynamics ofmorphogen-
esis through supracellular feedbacks on stress, anisotropic
expansion, and wall synthesis and deposition — the rate of
expansion of each cell. This brings us back to auxin. At the
same time that meristem cells are responding to stress by
aligning microtubules, reinforcing cell walls, and dividing
with new walls placed according to supracellular stress pat-
terns, the auxin efflux carrier is transporting auxin toward
cells that are expanding more rapidly than their neighbors,
thus sending auxin up the auxin gradient, and increasing
the auxin concentration of cells already high in auxin [17].
This positive feedback on cell expansion is countered,
though, by wall reinforcement and cell division, which alter
the supracellular stress pattern, thereby changing the direc-
tion of auxin flow. There are two major feedback circuits at
work: stress viamicrotubules to cell wall changes, and stress
via the auxin efflux carrier to auxin flow and concentration
changes. These circuits interact because each serves to
change the stress pattern.
Box 2
Role of mechanical forces in morphogenesis in other systems.
Mechanosensing also plays a role in pattern formation in animal systems. As in plants, mechanosensing can influence organisms at different
levels, ranging from the organ level, to cellular gene expression, to the subcellular level. One of the earliest proposed ‘rules’ for
mechanosensing at the organ level in animals is Wolff’s Law [115], which states that human and animal bone will adapt to the direction of its
mechanical stress. However, more recent morphological studies tend to reject the validity of this rule [116]. It has also been proposed that
mechanical stress regulates animal embryo development [117]. More clear and conclusive examples of mechanosensing at the organ level
include the hearing and touch functions of animals, which are dependent on neural responses tomechanical forces [117]. At the cellular level,
mechanical stress may regulate serum response factor-dependent gene transcription in migrating Drosophila border cells [118], Twist gene
expression in Drosophila embryo development [119], and cell growth and division patterns in cultured dog kidney cells [120]. At the
subcellular level, mechanical stress can regulate the activity of stretch-sensitive channels [117], polarization of both actin and microtubule
cytoskeletons [121,122], and stabilization of the nucleus via increasing lamin-A level [123]. However, there is one striking difference between
mechanical stress sensing in plants and animals. In plant cells, due to the existence of a cell wall, turgor pressure is the main cause of cell
wall/plasma membrane mechanical stress, with the magnitude of pressure in the range of 105–106 Pa. [124]. In animal cells, the actin
cytoskeleton is the main factor generating forces against the plasma membrane, causing a membrane tension many orders of magnitude
lower [125]. Given this huge difference in cellular forces, the mechanical sensing machinery in plants and animals could well be different.
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Cellular Identity in the Shoot Apical Meristem?
Can these feedbacks, and supracellular organization, really
explain the activities of the shoot apical meristem? Consider
one aspect of the meristem that in the past has been noted,
but not understood: the behavior of the cells located be-
tween a developing floral primordium and the meristem,
the so-called boundary region [66]. The cells in the boundary
region have a number of unusual characteristics. Firstly, they
are elongated across the saddle region between the
meristem and the flower primordium, rather than generally
isotropic, as are other cells in the shoot meristem. Secondly,
they divide in an unexpected plane. It has long been noted
that elongated cells tend to divide so that the new wall is of
minimal area, and so that the daughter cells are about equal
in size [4]. Boundary region cells divide the long way, with a
new wall of maximal area [66]. Thirdly, boundary region cells
have their microtubules fixed and parallel to the long direc-
tion of the cells, across the saddle between floral primordium
and meristem [8]. All of these aspects can be explained by
the supracellular stress hypothesis because stress is highly
anisotropic in regions with such shapes [8,67] (given that
the epidermal cells of the meristem are under tension [68]),
and parallel to the plane dividing meristem from developing
flower. This orients the microtubules, which in turn dictate
the plane of cell division, which leads to the elongated
shapes of the cells (whose strain is perpendicular to the
stress, as expected if the cell walls are anisotropic, and resist
expansion the long way, parallel to the microtubules and
therefore to the reinforcing cellulose microfibrils). Boundary
region cells also have a fixed pattern of auxin efflux carrier
localization in their plasma membranes, such that the PIN1
protein is alignedwith the long axis of the boundary and local
microtubule bundles (Figure 1) [17,31]. That these cellsmain-
tain their microtubule and efflux carrier patterns over time in-
dicates that the supracellular stress is never fully resisted by
new cell walls and by wall reinforcement — the growth of the
tissue as a whole overcomes the negative feedbacks on
stress at the single cell level.
It is also the case that boundary region cells express
different genes than other meristematic regions, such as
CUC2 and LAS, and along with the center of the meristem,
STM [69,70]. Whether this is due to auxin concentrationchanges that occur as a result of the changing stress pattern
in themeristem,which cause auxin depletion in the boundary
region as primordia form [31], or due to responses to stress
through the microtubule system, is still unanswered — but
either is an open possibility.
Mechanical Cues Orient Cell Division Planes
Another aspect of plant cell behavior that can be under-
stood in light of the supracellular stress theory is the control
of cell division. Cell division affects morphogenesis both by
changing the array of cells in a tissue, and by reinforcing
the tissue against stress by inserting a new anticlinal wall,
which would reduce stress. The cell division plane in plants
is predicted by the microtubule cytoskeleton: while inter-
phase plant cells have helical arrays of microtubules, these
arrays condense (as far as is known, without a change in
orientation) to form preprophase bands before cell
division [71].
Early concepts of cell division planes, however, were pro-
posed based on the geometry of the cell [4,72,73]. More
recently, alternative theories based on physical forces have
been proposed. One such observation reported by Vesecky
and Lintilhac was that compression of callus tissue by use of
a small vise led to the subsequent division of the callus cell
so as to form files of cells whose new walls were perpendic-
ular to the compression [56]. If we assume that callus cells
respond to stress as do shoot meristem cells, this is the
behavior expected based on the stress hypothesis where
compression of the callus in one direction would cause ten-
sion in a perpendicular direction, leading to alignment of
microtubules parallel to the vise jaws. Collapse of these
microtubule arrays to form a preprophase band, parallel to
the previous direction of the helical array (and therefore par-
allel to the maximal stress direction at an earlier time), would
mark the position of the new cell wall that will form after
mitosis. The plane of each new cell wall should therefore
be as predictable as the direction of cellulose microfibril
deposition since both are parallel to the earlier main principal
direction of anisotropic stress in a cell’s walls, as applied by
the neighboring cells. However, it should be noted that con-
tradictory observations of new walls parallel to the plane of
compression were also reported [74], potentially indicating
additional levels of control [75].
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One large and still largely open question regarding the supra-
cellular stress hypothesis is its applicability outside of the
shoot apical meristem, where it was developed, and pre-
dominantly tested. As pointed out above, the patterns of
cell division in callus (which is a root-like tissue [76]) can be
predicted after applied stress, suggesting that the microtu-
bule system is present there. Recent work in our laboratories
indicates that the microtubule stress system is functional in
the epidermal cells of cotyledons (Sampathkumar et al.,
unpublished). Microtubule patterns in these cells represent
both cellular and supracellular stresses — the cells, which
have a jigsaw puzzle piece shape [77], are expected to
have high stress at indentations (due to the shape of the cells
and their turgor pressure), and in these areas themicrotubule
cytoskeleton is aligned [77,78]. A map of elastic modulus
generated using atomic force microscopy further shows
fiber-like cell wall reinforcement resembling cellulose micro-
fibrils parallel to the predictedmaximal stress directions, and
to the microtubules. The rest of the cell has a changing
pattern of microtubules, with little alignment, as in the iso-
tropically stressed cells at the tip of a shoot apex. This can
be changed to an aligned pattern, however, by imposition
of directional stresses, such as when the cotyledon is cut
with a razor, which directionally relieves the tension that
the epidermis normally experiences. Early work on changes
in microtubule pattern in roots shows that microtubule align-
ment is affected by physical forces [54], and this can be inter-
preted in light of the later live-imaging studies to represent
realignment in response to stress (rather than strain or
some other cellular feature). More recently, applications of
compressive forces were shown to change microtubule
pattern in older leaf tissues of Arabidopsis [79]. Thus it
seems possible that all plant cells have the microtubule
stress response, and that cell wall and cell division may be
predictable from stress patterns and cellular anisotropy in
many or all tissues.
Whether the auxin mechanical stress system exists in
other cells is a more open question. The auxin efflux carriers
of Arabidopsis are the best studied; there are eight members
of the PINFORMED (PIN) gene family that codes for them,
and additional efflux carrier-like genes [80]. The gene that
codes for the efflux carrier that acts in floral phyllotaxis is
PIN1 [38]. PIN3 is the carrier that appears to redirect auxin
in response to gravity, thereby allowing gravitropic re-
sponses [32]. PIN3 redistribution in response to changes in
the direction of the gravity vector is controlled by sedimenta-
tion of starch-filled plastids called statoliths within special-
ized cells. Whether mechanical stress or some other cause
is involved (such as the creation of a ligand–receptor interac-
tion when the plastid reaches the endoplasmic reticulum or
plasma membrane, or by triggering a different ER-mediated
response) is not known [81,82]. The positions of various
other PIN proteins such as PIN1 and PIN2 in roots has
been studied in depth, and a computational model has
been built based on distinct PIN localization domains in
various zones in the root to explain the auxin flux and main-
tenance of an auxin maximum at the root quiescent center
[80,83]. Recent studies using cellulose synthesis mutants
and inhibitors revealed that the normal polarized localization
of PINs in root cells requires a cellulose cell-wall matrix, sug-
gesting thatmechanical stress could also be involved in con-
trol of PIN polarity in root [84]. However, unlike the L1 layer of
the shoot apical meristem, where the stress pattern can bedetermined based on shape, the mechanical stress pattern
in root cells (especially in inner layers) has not beenmodeled;
thus, we do not yet know if the supracellular control of chem-
ical signaling via auxin is correlated with microtubule control
in cells of this tissue.
Putative Role of Additional Molecular Elements in
Mechanosensing and Perception
Besides microtubules and PIN proteins, various other plant
responses to mechanical perturbations have been docu-
mented. These mechanosensing behaviors can range from
the whole plant/organ level, to the level of cellular gene tran-
scription, to sub-cellular organelles [85,86]. It is well known
that apart from the microtubule cytoskeleton, actin filaments
also reorganize in response to physical perturbations [13].
Actin filaments dynamically interact with the microtubule
cytoskeleton in plants [87]. Furthermore, actin filaments,
unlike microtubules, are necessary for polar localization of
PIN1 [88]. Pharmacological and genetic disruption of actin
filaments also affect the global distribution of cellulose
synthase complexes at the plasma membrane [89–91],
apparently by influencing the rate of delivery to and the life-
time of these complexes on the plasma membrane [91].
Mechanosensing at the whole plant/organ level has been
known for centuries [92]. Some plants have evolved special-
ized organs to carry out spectacular mechanical (though
not developmental) responses, examples of which include
the fast movement of the trap (less than one second) trig-
gered by insects in the carnivorous plant Venus’ Flytrap
[93], the mechanically induced leaflet closure in Mimosa
pudica [92], and the touch-sensitive tendril coiling in vines
and climbing plants [94]. Examples of developmental me-
chanosensing at the organ level can also be found. Plant
root growth demonstrates obstacle avoidance behavior
which can be against gravity [92], and which appears to be
a general behavior in different species [95]. Bending of
an Arabidopsis root can induce lateral root formation, an
auxin-mediated developmental process [96]. In above-
ground tissue, it has been shown that touching can inhibit
inflorescence elongation of Arabidopsis [85]. In woody
plants, mechanical stress can induce local changes in cell
wall and growth activity, forming a local strengthened
wood structure called reaction wood which helps the plant
hold its branches in a fixed position [97,98]. Classical models
postulate that differential auxin distribution around the stem
is required for formation of the reaction wood [98]; however,
more recent direct experimental studies do not support
differential auxin distribution [97]. At a cellular level, it has
been shown that plant TCH genes (which encode different
types of proteins such as calmodulins and xyloglucan
endotransglucosylase/hydrolases) can rapidly respond
to mechanical stimulation [99,100]. A microarray-based
genome-wide search for mechanically responsive genes re-
vealed that over 2.5% of genes in the Arabidopsis genome
are rapidly upregulated by touching [100], which is mediated
via the jasmonic acid signaling pathway [101]. Mechanical
stress-activated gene expression is not unique to Arabidop-
sis; for example, in the woody plant poplar, ZFP2 gene
expression is induced in a linear manner by bending of the
stem [102]. An array of subcellular responses has been asso-
ciated with mechanical stress. It is widely considered that
plants respond to transient mechanical stresses by the ac-
tion of stress-activated plasma membrane channels that
change internal ion concentrations, such as calcium [103],
Figure 3. Feedbacks in tissue morphogenesis.
Stress controls microtubule orientation, which in turn controls cellu-
lose deposition, and therefore cell wall anisotropy. At the same time,
and separately, stress controls auxin transport direction, and as auxin
regulates cell expansion, this also feeds into anisotropic growth. Such
growth creates tissue shapes, and the combination of turgor pressure
and tissue shape creates the mechanical stress tensor field. This field
then feeds back to regulate subsequent microtubule orientation and
hormone movement. An analogy is Einstein’s theory of gravitation: as
Wheeler [126] summarized it, ‘‘Space tells matter how to move and
matter tells space how to curve.’’ In the case of plant development,
mechanical stresses tell cells how to grow, and cell growth creates
mechanical stress — and morphology.
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R481and different families of mechanical stress-activated ion
channels have been identified in plants [104–107]. However,
ion concentration change does not give a directional signal in
response to anisotropic stress, but is rather a non-directional
response to any membrane strain. This stress-sensing
mechanism is not likely, therefore, to be the one that regu-
lates auxin flow in the shoot apex. Various subcellular com-
partments demonstrate different movements induced by
micro-indentation, with nuclei [108], ER [13] and peroxi-
somes [13] moving toward the touching site, and chloro-
plasts moving away [109]. How these mechanosensing
responses at different levels are coordinated, and if they
relate to the mechanosensing relevant to developmental
pattern formation, is unknown.
Conclusion and Future Directions
Thus, there is progress — an overall view of plant develop-
ment and growth as being controlled by specific feedbacks
between cellular and tissue stresses, that act by changing
hormone transport, cell wall biosynthesis, and perhaps other
cellular properties (Figure 3). But there is also a challenge —
finding the sensors for stress in cells and cell walls, and
developing the computational models that are critical for
developing and testing hypotheses of the physical control
of development. Studies on understanding how mechanical
signals are perceived and transduced into gene expression
changeswould lead to amore complete picture of themolec-
ular mechanisms underlying this aspect of development.
This would require better comprehension of how cells, tis-
sues and organs are able to differentiate between a wide
range of stimuli such as physical, chemical and environ-
mental cues. Advances in techniques that provide direct
measurements of mechanical properties coupled with high
resolution live cell imaging strategies are necessary to
provide better insight into how physical forces controlmorphogenesis and development. Another important step
in understanding organogenesis is development of quantita-
tive 3D image analysis and modeling techniques [110,111].
Both past progress and future challenges combine to define
a new field of plant growth, and of developmental biology of
plants and of animals.
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